We exist so you can change the world.

Who We Are

What Is Loop?
Loop Phone Booths are private soundproof pods designed for
increasingly open work environments and a world that is on the
go. At Loop we help you navigate your space, anticipating your
needs and providing locations for private calls, small meetings,
and quiet concentration. Elevate your office with an adaptable
and customizable Loop Phone Booth and experience the superior
quality and function of products designed to help you tell your
story, wherever it leads you.
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Loop Cube
Shown in Customizable Finishes.
Maple exterior,
Winter Sky interior laminate,
Cobblestone vinyl upholstery,
felt back panel.

Why Loop?

Fully Customizable
Loop products are crafted to suit you! Choose from
a variety of exterior and interior finishes to perfectly
match your space and your personality.

Made In North America
We stand behind our quality and product performance.
We know the story behind each booth—from the craftpersons who build it using quality materials and finishes
through to delivery with the client.

Designed to Adapt
Loop products are designed to fit through all standard
doors and elevators for convenient installation so that
they can move with you and your business.

Loop Solo QS
Limited Finishes.
Birch exterior face and back,
Brite White exterior laminate sides,
PET felt and Fog laminate interior,
Ice cloth upholstery.
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Our Products

Loop Solo
The Loop Solo is a stylish plug and play privacy solution providing
an individual space away from distractions. Carefully considered
design blends acoustic dampening qualities with a durable and
easily maintained product for an attractive and effective tool
to improve office efficiency and satisfaction in public spaces.
Make the Loop Solo your own through an extensive selection of
customizable finishes—we will also work with you to add that
extra degree of privacy or company style through personalized
frosted vinyl.

Booth Dimensions
Height 80.5 in

Width 47.5 in

Depth 29.5 in

Loop Solo

Loop Solo – With Vinyl

Shown in Customizable Finishes.
White Oak exterior,
Just Rose interior laminate,
Krill cloth upholstery,
glass back panel.

Shown in Customizable Finishes.
White Oak exterior,
Just Rose interior laminate,
Krill cloth upholstery,
glass back panel,
Custom frosted vinyl on front and rear glass.

Loop Cube

Our Products

Shown in Customizable Finishes.
Maple exterior,
Winter Sky interior laminate,
Cobblestone vinyl upholstery,
felt back panel.

Loop Cube
The Loop Cube was crafted to be a comfortably intimate location
for one to four, providing the perfect space for informal meetings,
interviews, brainstorming sessions, conference calls and other
co-working tasks. With the Cube’s spacious interior and acoustic
dampening qualities you make the most of your office environment
without aesthetic or functional compromise. Personalize your meeting
space through our extensive selection of customizable finishes or
go ahead and add that extra touch of privacy and style through
personalized frosted vinyl.

Booth Dimensions
Height 80.5 in

Width 85 in

Depth 46.5 in
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Our Products

Loop QS
The Loop Solo QS and Loop Cube QS join the aesthetics and
quality performance of the Loop Solo and Loop Cube with
a fixed selection of finishes. The neutral grey interior is paired
with warm hardwood front and back faces and white or black
laminate exterior sides making this booth feel at home in any
environment. Less customization means a lower price tag without
sacrificing quality.

Loop Solo QS
Limited Finishes.
Birch exterior face and back,
Brite White exterior laminate sides,
PET felt and Fog laminate interior,
Ice cloth upholstery.

Loop Solo
Shown in Loop QS finishes.
White exterior laminate, birch frame,
gray interior laminate, gray felt back,
gray cloth upholstery

Loop Solo QS
Limited Finishes.
Birch exterior face and back,
Brite White exterior laminate sides,
PET felt and Fog laminate interior,
Ice cloth upholstery.

Booth Dimensions
Height 80.5 in

Width 47.5 in

Depth 29.5 in

Loop Cube

Loop Cube
Shown in Customizable Finishes.
Maple exterior,
Winter Sky interior laminate,
Cobblestone vinyl upholstery,
felt back panel.

Loop Solo QS
Limited Finishes.
Birch exterior face and back,
Brite White exterior laminate sides,
PET felt and Fog laminate interior,
Ice cloth upholstery.
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Technical Specifications

Desk

Power Specifications

Designed to accommodate a laptop and specified to

120V 60hz 7A Max.

support 150 lbs.
Exterior Finishes
Hardwood veneer exteriors on custom Loop Solo and
Cube Models. Durable laminate sides and Birch front and
back faces on all QS models.
Frame Construction
Interlocking internal frame construction with a non-combustible acoustic insulation.
Interior Finishes
Interior sheeted with high pressure laminate.

Seating
Ergonomic angled bench seat designed for comfort.
Connectivity Options
Product is internally wired and is completely plug
and play. Power cord included plugs into back of the
phone booth and then into a standard 120V wall outlet.
Electrical Controls
Fans and lighting controlled by an internal occupancy
sensor with preprogrammed delay.
Interior Lighting

Back Panel Construction

Booth interiors are illuminated via flush mounted gimble

Custom Loop Solo and Cube models are available with

LED pot lighting.

either Laminated Glass, Acoustic Cork, or 100% Wool
back panels. Recycled PET Felt back and ceiling panels
on all QS models.
Glass Door Assembly
Fully tempered glass door with rounded polished edge.
Active magnetic closure seals glass door against the
EPDM foam gasket.

Ventilation
Fresh air circulated via sound-dampened active-fan
ventilation system.
Certifications
Fully certified as conforming to UL STD 962
(Household and Commercial Furnishing) and
CSA STD C22.2#203 (Modular Wiring Systems
For Office Furniture). ETL Listed (Intertek 5011573)

